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Recent _6Fe(e,e') data at momentum transfer Iql = 1.14 GeV displays behavior
which is qualitatively different from that of lower nlomeni, um transfers. An explanation
of this difference is offered based on an analysis of the longitudinal response in nuclear
matter. An ansatz is made for the monlentum dependence of tile nucleon self-energy
functions in the nuclear niediuni which suppresses medium effects for nlomcnta above

the nucleon mass scale. This suppressiop is shown to improve the agreenlelit with
the high monlentuni transfer data, and offers a motivation for further experimental
investigation in tile nionlentunl transfer region between 0.5 and i.0 GeV.
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'l'he es._ent.ial characl.eri._l.h-,_ of I.he h,tgitudinal responm, ,d)l.ained from the interest..
- rece,t SI.a, ford i,inear Acceh'ral.or (:enter (SI,A(:) dat.allj for "_"' '

re[c,e ) al, a (.:aiculal.ions of I,ol.a] (e,e') cross sections based on MFT in nuclear matter

_nomenl.um transfer of !. 14 (:eV appear to be reproduced by tide free relativistic yiehl good lits to the data in the vicinity of the quasielastic peak at the lower

Fermi gas model[2], while t.he longitudinal response exl.racted from data[3] for momentum transfers[8, 9J, however the separated longitudinal and transverseSnl;e(c,c') al. 0..55 (:eV is hel.l.er (lescril)e(I I)y mean fiehl theory (MFT) in nuclear
matl.er[4 I. For cOral,afire)n, in Fig. I a represent.aLive sample of bol, h data sets is

(a) Loegiludiru-d Re_e_pon_ _-e kli=l. 14 C___V
shown along with the calc,lal.ed response curves for I.he free Fermi gas (dotted 0_ . . _ .

line)and MIrT illnuclear matter (solidli,,e)."l'hesetwo models arelimiting oo_0_I
ca.ses wit,h resl)ecl, I.o tide treaLment of the medium. That is, no medium effects

are included in the free Fermi gas, while in nuclear matl.er the effect of the 00_[

medium is constant £hroughoul, space. The fact that I,he data approaches tide _ 0._
Fermi gas and nuclear matter descriptions at high an(! low momentum transfer _00___[

respectively, implies l.haL there is a ,,eL Iql (,,,oment,,m transfer) depende,,ce _ o0_

of the present investigation are to demonstrate that tide qualitative difference "
--

between the niea.sured longitudinal response at 0.55 (:eV and that at 1 14 GeV o_| .....

_ ._uggests a m|l)l)ression of me(liun, effects il) I.he higher liWOlllelltllln transfer dat.a, 00_ _0 ._0 _ _ J _0 " ;_
a,d I.o identify a scale at which this SUpl)re_sio n should become apparent. _ Mev

There is in general a characteristic length a._sociated wil.h a momentum de-

I)endence. Ilere a scale A is naively introduced for tide momenl.um dependence of 0m (b)LongiludinalRe.q_pon_ _Felql=O..'iSGeV

I.he nucleon self-energy in mal, l,er, Z(k). This dependence is chosen to suppress o0,_} '_ medium effects for momenta Ikl greater than A; for simplicity a step-fimction 00, . ..........

dependence is _ssumed. The value of A is then adjusted to give qualitative 0m_[ "

agreement wil.h I)ol,h I,he low and high momenl.,ml I,ransfer dal.a for the Iongitu- :.. 00_> \
dinal response, and is thereby constrained I.o lie apl)roximately between 0.8 and :_0o2_
0.9 GeV. The dynamical origin of this suppression is n,t clear. All.hough existing "_

calculations of the nucle(,, self-energy in nuclear matter including correlations[5] _ 0o2001._ -/

show indications of a decrease in I.he self-energy wil, h increa._ing lnolnentllln, the 00, _ t

si,q)e is small and I.he calculations are inconclusive at the 1.0 ('eV scale. Itcan o_

also be Sl)eculal,e d I)a.sed ()n recenl, develol)menl.s i, I.he descril)l.ion of the hDterac- o0 , , .....
I.ion l)el,ween composite ha(Irons l.hal, such an effecl coul,! ari._e frond an underlying 0 s, ,00 ,_ _0 _ _ _0
quark substructurelG]. The emph)yed sl,ep funcl.io, is , _ ,I m_ a crude wry of _, _V

:_ incorporating a momentum scale at which a qualital.ive change in the behavior

,ff tile self-energy can be effecl,ed, I.IHm inl.erpolal.ing bel.ween the Fermi gas and

MFT description of I.he ,n,'dium ;m a funcl.ion of momentum l.ransfer, and is not Figure l:The longitudinal r_ponse for S_Fe at momentum transfers (a)

inl.,'nded I,o reih.cl, a l)art.icular dynamical mechanism. Momentum dependent Iql = 1.14 GeV (data without Coulomb corrections from Ref.[1]) and (b)
•_lLenergy r,,,,cti.lDS have hee,, ,,seal previo,sly[7] in a similar context to inves- lql= 0.55 GeV (data from Ref.[3]) is plotted as a function of energy trans-

I.igal.e lho role of linal-sl.at,e inl.eracl, ions wil.h I.he nuclear matter medium, but fer, :v. Calculations are shown for the free relativistic Fermi gas model
have not been al)plied I.o I.he large ,_,(,meni, u,, transfer data which is presently of (dott.ed line) and mean fiehl theory in nuclear matter (solid line).
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response functions oiler only qualitative agreement. In particular, tile MI"T cal- where M(I,) - M - )'.sO(A - [l'j), and tile form factors b', a.d 1"2are obtained
culation of the longitudinal response ill nuclear matter, when applied to data, by fitting dipole forms to the free Sachs form factors G_ and (;M- l"or 56Fe,
consistently overestimates tile energy transfer region above the quasiela.stic peak, tile self-energy functions, _2s and )-'0, are given tile values 0.35 and 0.29 GcV

but reproduces the data below tile peak reasonably well. This behavior is still respectively, and kF = 0.26 GeV[4]. From Eq.(2), it is evident that tile medium
evident in tile present calculations. The nuclear matter description is neverthe- effects provided by tile self-energy functions are suppressed for solutions with
less sufficient for tile investigation of tile qualitative fi_atures to be discussed here. nlomentum Iklgreater than A.
The benefit of using a simple model is that the observed effects can be directly The additional momentum dependence introduced by tile step function in
correlated to changes in tile introduced scale. More sophisticated models[10-14] Eq.(2) could in general imply tile existence of medium modifications iLLtile
have recently been applied to tile description of response functions at momentum photon-nucleon vertex[18], ltowever, without explicit knowledge of tile under-
transfers near 0.5 GeV. Improvements to tile longitudinal response by comparison lying dynamics responsible for this additional momentum dependence, modili-
with the data have been achieved, fi)r example, through the study of final-state in- cations made to the portions of the vertex that are relevant to tile response

teractions[10] and many-body correlation efl'ects[12] based on tile nuclear optical functions are largely arbitrary. It is well known, for example, that gauge invari-
potential[15] approach of Ref.[16], and tile relativistic random-phase approxima- ance alone is not a sutficient constraint to uniquely determine tile vertex[19]. In
tion[ll] to the Walecka model[4]. The application of these more sophisticated fact, aside from tile condition provided by tile Ward identity at zero momentum,

treatments to tile data at a momentum transfer near 1.0 GeV is clearly needed gauge invariance only restricts the contribution to tile vertex that is longitudi-
to corroborate tile preliminary results presented here, however it is expected that hal to the four-momentum transfer, q_, which does not contribute to electron
the conclusions of this naive approach will survive, scattering. Medium modilications to tile vertex will therefore not be considered

The longitudinal response in a uniform medium can be written as[8, 17] in tile qualitative discussion oll'ered here, but will instead be left for a future
investigation.

V / dap IlLthis description of tile longitudinal response, tile position of tile quasielastic
RL(q, to) = (2_r)a .. E(P)E'(I' + '1) O (1_- e(P)) O (((I' + q) - t_) peak is largely dictated by tile argument of the energy-conserving delta function in

x 6 (to - ,(p + q) + t(I')) [7] + 7_ + 7_11) Eq.(1), and therefore by the single-particle energy eigenvalues. The magnitude of
the initial single-particle momentum, [Pl, is restricted by the chemical potential to

where reference to particle type (neutron or proton) has been suppressed, llere be less than tile Fermi momentum, k_.. The magnitude of tile linai singh;-particle
the single-particle eigenenergy ¢ and tile energy E are obtained from tile Dirac momentum, [p + q[, is then restricted to lie between JqJ- kr and [q[ + k,_.. This
equation allows three qualitatively distinct regions of interest with respect to tile scale A

to be identified:
[c_- k +/3M +(Eo-l_Es)e(A-lk])]U(k,a)=,(k)U(k,a), (2)

and for particle states are given by t(k) : E00(A - Ikl) + E(k) and E(k) = I. A < kF,
v/ik_ + [M - EsO(A -Ikl)] 2. "the chemical potential It is given _!,e value of tile 11. k_.< A < iql- kr, (a)
single-particle eigenenergy at tile Fermi monLentun! k_-. The qualAities 7_ are 111. Jql + kr < A.
defined as

The successful application of MFT to tile description of nuclei[20] implies that

7'] = -F_(q 2) [E(1))E(p + q) + M(p)M(p + q) + I' q + 1'2] values of A in region 1 are not physically sensible since these would require mod-
ilications of the single-particle energies below tile l'k_rmi level. This also excludes

7'2 = 2l"i(q2)F2(q7), [M(p)(p "'i + 'i 2) - M(I, + 'i)1)" 'i} (3) the free I"cr,,li gas d,'scril,titm, which is ,,l,taincd fi)r A = 0. "l'h,' MI"'i' ,.lcscrip-

= l"_(q2)lq2 (M(p)M(I)+ q)- l_'(p)l;(p + q)- p-q- p2) tiou in nuclear matter is obtained for values of A in region I!1. There, l,oth ti,'
initial and final single-particle energies include tile medium elfects provided by

+2p -q (p •q + q2)], the constant self-energy functions. For valtLt,s of A in region !!, the iLtitial energy,
c(p), is that of a lmrtich • ill tl,. liLich'ar iJt;,ttcr nlcdiultt, witile tl,- linal cn_rrgy,



_(1_ 4-q), L_l.hat _,f a free Imrtiele. 'l'hat is, the I_artide ill the linal state does not of medium effects on the particle in tile final state, with response data at large

intera(:l, with f.h(" I_w(lium. Values of A in f,he regi()n between I,II- kr and ](iJ4- ky

I)roduce a fanlily _)f curves which lie between those of region ! ! and region iil, (a)IxmgitudinalRespon.__raelql=i,14C__V

and represent a suppression of medium elfecl.s for single-particle final states with 0_ .............. [
momenl.nm greater I.han A 0_,_

The reproduction of the MI"T resull,s h_r iqJ = 0.55 (;eV requires that A is 0_ ,.f"

in reg;ion Ill or greater than 0.81 (;eV. (',onversely, for Iq] = 1.14 GeV, values o_s
--.-. 0.o0_

of A greater than I'll- kr are ruled out by I,he dal.a, which requires that A is _o_
h_ than 0.88 (;eV. The implication is that any chance of fitting both data sets

requir_ A to I,e solnewhere between 0.8 and 0..0 (]eW. Shown in l"ig.2 (a) and (b) _ 0_
are the longitudinal response curves calculated from Eq.(l) with A = 0.84 GeV, 0_0,._

and IqJ = 1.14 aml 0.55 (;eV respecl,ively. All,hough i,he fit to I,he data is not 0®,

quantitatively correct, at energy transfers above the quasielastic peak, where it oo0_

ha._ been suggest,call14] that the reported experimental uncertainties are largely 0o__ 400 43O 300 33O _ 6_0

tlnderes[itna|,e(l, if. is now qualitatively the sanle for both tile low and high [no- _ MeV

IIlenl.um transfers. We are there[ore lead to conjecture thai, t.he interaction of I.Jle
(b) Longiludinal Respo&_ " r_ hil---0.. 5 Gcv

rtruck particle with I,he nlediurn is SUl)pressed in the higher nlornentum transfer 00, , ]
c&_e. This behavior persisls in the local density approximation to MFT for the 0.m_ t
finite nucleus where the ill, I.o the data is improved, for example the position

of the peak more closely coincides with the dal.a; however it is not sufficiently 00_ ,| tl_[ .
different (qualil.atively) from the nuclear matter c&_e to warrant reporting here. -._.0.02_ ,H1tll 1

y, , tlIAt larger monlentum t,ransfers, I,he longitudinal response is effectively describ- [ l
ing charge density correlations over small distance_. From the present analysis it _ oo2

" 00,., / ,[

appears I.hal, the Ine(lium ha._ less effecl, on these short range density correlat, ions 0ol /!than al, lower nlonwntum transfers where the disl.anc_ probed are suJficiently

large that the inliuence of the ,,ledh,m ,)n density correlations is significant. More °"0o"_/data, and a nlore,rOidlisi.icat.ed trea|,llJellt are re(lllired l,o inake a conchlsive sLaLe- - 10o" i_o " _o " z_ -
me,lt. Neverl.heless, this analysis suggests that data wil,h momentun, transfers _, MeV

[q[ "above 1.14 (;eV should di._play behavior similar to that, at 1.14 GeV, since

I.hese exceed the scale a|. whh'h I.he struck particle is influenced by the medium.

Further, the data for m¢_menl,um transfers between 0.5 (_eV and !.0 GeV should Figure 2: The longitudinal response for 56Fe at momentum transfers (a)

display a momentum dependence which is transitional in character; particularly Iql : 1.14 (;eV (daLa without Coulomb corrections from R.ef.[l]) and (b)
in the vicinil,y of l.he scale A where an enhancement of the response may occur. Iql = 0.55 C;eV (data from i{ef.[3]) is plotted as a function of energy trans-

In su,,imary, the Iongil.,Jdinal response data examined here display a depen- fer, u_. The calculation shown is for A : 0.84 GeV in the model proposed
dence upon l.he I,ransferre,! nlolnentuln, l,ll ._ucli all effeel, has been noted pre- in the text.
viously[21] from a purely l.heor,-i, ical ba._i._. In the present investigation, the mo-

menl.um dependence is ai.t.ribnl.ed I,o I.he infllwnce of the medium on I.he part.icle and intermediate momentum transfers. From this analysis of [he data, JLis con-

in the final state. 'l'his wa._ demonstrated here by comparing I,wo calculal, ions of lectured that the medium effects on the particle in the final slate at a momentum

the Iongil.,Minal response, which are limiting c;_es with respect to I,he incl,_sion transfer of 1.14 GeV are suppre&sed relative t,o those al, a momentum transfer aL

{; 7



0.55 GeV. Tilis is consistent with the recent y-scaling analysis[22], where it has REI"EI_.ENCES
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